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January Meeting

Our next meeting will feature Paul Pitts who will concentrate on spindle
turning techniques. Paul is one of the countries great spindle turners
and he will have a lot to show us! This session will be a "hands-on"
demonstration so bring your favorite skew and spindle gouge so you can
practice spindle turning with Paul there to help out! This will be a great
meeting so lets have a good turnout to start the year off right!
December Meeting

Our December meeting was an enjoyable
change from our normal meeting. Instead of
our usual Tuesday night meeting, we met at
Gary Runyon's shop in Murfreesboro on a
Saturday morning. A little more driving for
most of us, but it gave some the chance to
come to a meeting that normally can't make
a meeting. We had several members drive
up from Chattanooga and enjoyed meeting
them. This meeting had no formal
demonstration planned, it was to see Gary's
shop and for the fellowship. And Gary has
a very nice shop. And the fellowship was
great. Gary's shop is a large two car garage
building that is heated by a woodbuming
stove (what else?), has enough lighting to
grow crops and is equipped with some great
tools! Gary's interests include

blacksmithing, knifemaking, woodworking
and turning. We were shown several tools,
that while for other uses, can be used to
make things easier for turners. One tool that
sparked a lot of interest was a belt grinder
used by knife makers. Gary showed us how
to sharpen turning tools on it, and
recommended it highly. An informal class
on tool steels and toolmaking followed that
had the interest of most. The centerpiece of
Gary's shop has to be his Conover lathe.
The legs were from an old metal lathe, and
the bed was made from hard maple. The
time and trouble Gary went to for the wood
on the lathe was impressive, to say the least!
The workmanship and finish was better then
most of the "fine furniture" one sees for
sale. True Craftmenship! Gary, your shop
was envied by all and we thank you for
hosting the meeting. D.L.S.

Club Notes
Dues 1992: Yes it's that time of the year
again. Our membership fees are now due so
send them in or bring it to our next meeting.
As in the past, membership is still $20.00.
If you want to be included on the current
mailing list send your dues in by February
15th to: James Haddon
635 Oakley Dr.
Nashville, Tn 37220
TAW officer's nomination:
The
nominating committee will present our list
of officers for 1992 at the upcoming January
meeting. As this is one of the most
important factors on how our club will
progress in the future it is important that
we have a good turn-out for this meeting.
We need your input on the election of
officers for the club. See you there!!
AAW Article: The latest issue by the
American Association of Woodturners
(AAW) featured an article on local chapters
of the AAW. Much to our delight, the
Tennessee Association of Woodturners was
the focus for this article. Any of our
members who are not aware of how our
club was started and what has been done in
the past would do well to read this article.
Bob Jarrett did a wonderful job of
presenting our history, from the inception of
the club to our present day activities. Many
of our members are probably not aware that
the TAW was the first local chapter to host
its' own turning symposium in the United
States! This is quite an accomplishment
and the organizers of that first symposium
should be congratulated on their innovative
style! Get a copy and read up on what has
been accomplished in the past. Hopefully, it
will inspire new levels of participation in
our club! Finally, to the AAW, we
appreciate the great article on our club. The
fact that we can read about ourselves in a
national magazine acknowledges how viable

woodtuming is in the U.S.A. The AAW is
doing a wonderful job of representing
woodturners throughout the country. Keep
up the great work!!
Dust collection systems: The September
issue of the Rochester Woodworking Society
had an issue on dust collection systems
which has been included in this newsletter.
The article, written by Jim Lawton is one of
the better overviews on proper filtering of
wood dust to date. As none of us needs to
be breathing wood dust on a regular basis
this is a timely topic to present to our
members. Enjoy! Any additional comments
or sources of supply for dust collection
systems would be appreciated. Updates will
be placed in upcoming issues of the
newsletter.
TAW questionnaire: We have only
received a few of the questionnaires which
was included in the last newsletter. If you
haven't had a chance to jot down your views
yet, please take a few minutes and fill out
the questionnaire and bring it to the next
club meeting. If you can't attend, then send
it to Charles Alvis. We need your input!!
The whole reason for having a questionnaire
is to obtain your ideas on how to proceed
with club activities in the future. This is
important not only to satisfy the needs of
our present members but also to attract new
members! In this instance, there is strength
in numbers. The more members we have ,
the more skills, talents,ideas, resources, and
capital we have available for all of us.
OSHA and DUST
I just completed a 40 hour OSHA course on
hazardous materials and how to deal with
them. One idem that was brought out was
the level at which dust is considered a
hazard. Not any special toxic dust, just dust!
The OSHA personal exposure limit (PEL) is
10 mg/m3. To put this in terms most of us
can understand: PEL is the maximum

amount an employer can have in the work
place. Mg/m3 is milligrams per cubic meter
of air. A milligram is 1/1000 of a gram and
there are 454 grams to a pound. So a gram
is 1/454,000 of a pound. A cubic meter is
approx. 39"X39"x39". Confused? The only
time in a shop that 10 mg/m3 will be
measured is when a sander or grinder is
being used and the measurement is made
very near the work. So if you are sanding a
piece on the lathe you are likely to be
exceeding the limit. Granted, you do not
have the government looking over your
shoulder but I feel that 10 mg/m3 is very
high and I don't want to be exposed to near
that amount. Your lungs will thank you for
a mask or a dust collection system. D.L.S.
Classified
Nicaraguan Rosewood - 8 / 4 - 1 2 / 4 x 8 10" wide, $6.00 bd. ft., contact Charles
Alvis at 833-1201.
Bench top - 31" x 48" x 1", solid black
epoxy resin lab lop, highly resistant to
acids, solvents, water,and oils, would make
a great setup table or workbench, $120.00,
contact Gary Runyon at 641-4257 or
895-1657.
FOR ADDS, QUESTIONS, OR TO
SUBMIT ARTICLES SEND TO:
GARY RUNYON
1051 RIVER RD.
MURFREESBORO, TN 37129
or
DON SPIRES
211 SAUNDERSVILLE FERRY
MT. JULIET, TN 37122

THE TENNESSEE ASSOCIA VON OF WOODTURNERS ISA NOT
FOR PROFIT ORGANIZAVON FORMED TO PROMOTE AND
ENCOURAGE THE ART OF WOODTURNINC AND IN DOING
SO PROMOTE AND ENCOURAGE THE ART AND CRAFT OF
WOODTURNING IN GENERAL MEMBERS PUP IS OPEN TO
ANT INDIVIDUAL AND INCLUDES A SUBSCRIPVON TO THE
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO TAW, 5428
SAN MARCOS DRIVE. NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
S7220.
MEEVNGS ARE HELD MONTHLY AT JOHN OVERTON HIGH
SCHOOL, 4820 FRANKUN ROAD, NASHVILLE TENNESSEE,
ON THE FOURTH TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH AT 7.00 P.M.
ANNVAL DUES ARE $20.00.

DR. STRANGEDUST
alias Jim Lawton
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INTRODUCTION
The design of dust collection systems is approached in many ways and is often redueed to a confusing jumble of duct sizing, static
pressure losses, and machine requirements. Peter Fedrigon of Scanlech Engineering designs industrial dust collection systems and
asserts that for home collectors the most important design feature, the final filtration step, is rarely covered. The following
information is my attempt to combine my understanding of the principles involved (I am a chemical engineer) with the practical
system design experience of Peter Fedrigon. I must make it clear that J am not speaking for Mr. Fedrigon but only interpreting his
comments, unless specifically stated, and adding some of my own opinions.
I do not know of any dust collection system available for home shop use (at reasonable cost) that docs an adequate job of removing the
smallest health-threatening particles from the air. All that is lacking is the proper amount of filter surface area and, in some cases, the
proper filter material. Adequate filter area'is the single most important aspect of a dust collection system.
Adequate filtration is a ratio of cubic feet per minute to square feet of filter of about 10.
Once you have enough filter area you are faced with the problem of keeping dust from filling up the filter. The best soluuon is to
have a two stage system which removes the dust before it can enter the filters (usually before going through the blower fan). The
most efficient means of doing this is through the use of a cyclone separator that when designed properly can remove over 99% of the
dust (by weight, not number of panicles).
Next in order of consideration is getting the dust generated by each machine into the end of the duct. This involves common sense
the placement of the collection hoods and efficient hood design. The tendency is to not put much effort into this aspect of your
system, but it is critical to pull in as much dust as possible.
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The sizing of ducts and design of the duct layout and fittings is a fascinating technical topic that 1 would prefer to deal with as a set of
general assumptions described later. System designs for various home shops can be done rigorously but will usually result in almost
identical systems. The typical home shop does not need to consider individual static pressure losses of system components or the
complications arising from the use of more than one machine at a time.
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DEFINITIONS
CFM - Cubic feci per minute of air moved. This figure, when it is given at all for a blower motor combination, is (unless explicitly
stated otherwise) the rated capacity in free air. Free air means with essentially no static pressure losses. If this is the only figure you
have for your collector it is impossible to do a rigorous system design (>'ou need the blower cun'e), see below.
LINEAR VELOCITY - The velocity in feet per minute of air through a duct is equal to the CFM divided by the cross sectional area
of the duct in square fccL Pressure losses in duct increase with increasing linear velocities because of interaction of the air stream with
the walls of the duct.
STATIC P R E S S U R E L O S S - This is a measure of the resistance to the flow of the airstrcam usually expressed in inches of
water. For example, a vacuum cleaner is designed to have a lot of suction, say 50 inches of water, and docs not move very much air,
low CFM. Compare this to a dust collector that needs a lot of CFM and only a few inches of water suction at the machine. Suction
is another way to say static pressure.
INCHES OF WATER - Atmospheric pressure at sea level will support a column of mercufy 29.92 inches high or a column of
water 406.7 inches high. Either of these columns of liquid exerts a pressure equal to one atmosphere or 14.696 pounds per square
inch.
BLOWER CURVE - This is a curve or table of data showing how many CFM are moved at varying levels of resistance to flow,
inches of water. This relationship is specific to a given motor, blower, fan combination.

THE AVERAGE SYSTEM
1 would like to define a dust collection system for the average home shop as a starting point for discussion. If you do not have any
collection system this model would be the basic one to use. If you already have a system and want to upgrade, concentrate on the
items in decreasing order of importance (filter, cyclone, hoods, duct). Recognizing that there are special circumstances, practical
limitations, and budgets I will attempt to discuss the effect of deviations from the average system.
The average system would use a 2 Hp blower motor (straight blade fan) with 100 square feet of filler area
and a cyclone separator. The main duct would be six inch diameter reducing to five inch diameter after the
drops to the machines requiring the most CFM. Long radius elbows and Y connectors for the laterals (or
drops) from the main are used. The drops would be sized to fit the machine (For example, keep the six inch
or five inch for a 12-15 inch planer and four inch diameter for a table saw). The most demanding machine
for air volume is a 12-15 inch planer. The longest run is about 55 feet of 5 inch duct (elbows count as 9
feet of duct). Please see the Details section for explanation of this assumption and the equivalent in other duct sizes. The
average system is also laid-out so that duct runs to high air usage machines are kept as short as possible.
Cost is about $300 for blower and motor, $160 for cyclone, $100 for tube filters making the total $560
plus duct and fittings that can easily add several hundred dollars.
Significant deviadons -w> from the average system and recommendalions T.
"TXs
I

Large air requirements e.g. >24 inch planer.
You need more of everything, 3 Hp blower, filter, larger duct, etc.

-»«>
T

I want to run more than one machine at a time.
You may need a larger system depending On the size of the machines. This also has implications in the design of the duct
system to maintain high enough velocities. Seek assistance from a professional (Peter Fedrigon).

-»«N
T

Very long runs of duct required.
Get a larger system or move things around such that biggest air users have shortest duct runs.

-WN
I

Shop is too small to install central system.
Peter Fedrigon demonstrated his 1 Hp roll-around unit complete with adequate filtration and cyclone so this can be done.

Filter

• Q

How do I know if my present filter is inadequate?
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A If you sec a very fine coating of dust on objects near your filter or see puffs of dust when you turn the system on then you do
not have enough filter area. Too much volume of air is being forced through each square foot of available filter area and the
smallest (and most unhealthy) dust particles are being pushed right through.
• Q What if I don't have room for more or larger filter bags?
A If you have the conventional large diameter bag filters space does become a problem. The solution for this is to use smi... '
diameter tube filters where a small amount of floor space, or even wall space may contain the necessary filter area. For
example the Grizzly 2 Hp collector comes with two bags and requires four more bags (total of six) of the same size to
provide about ICX) square feet of filter. Using tube filters I was able to fit 100 square feet of filter area into about the same
floor space as two bags. The interior volume of large bags is mostly wasted space.

Blower/Mofor
• Q
A

• Q
A

• Q
A

size

What if I already have a furnace blower that I would like to use?
Furnace blowers use squirrel cage fans that are designed to move air not air plus dust. The most common fan type for
material handling is a straight bladed fan (the blades go straight from the center to the edge of the fan). This type of fan is
very rugged and does not accumulate dust that decreases its efficiency.
Where should I buy a blower and motor?
We have looked at purchasing blowers and motors from JET and W.W.Grainger and in both cases found about the same price
as for the complete dust collector unit including filter bags sold by JET, Grizzly, and others. If you have had bad experiences
with import motors or have your own sources then you may want to look into buying separate blower and motors. In
general I would recommend buying a complete collector and then modifying the filtration to get more efficiency as
previously described. The data for Grizzly collectors is given only for comparison purposes. Although I personally have had
no problems with a Grizzly 2Hp collector, I do not generally recommend their equipment.
Can I upgrade the system later by purchasing a larger blower/motor?
Installing a larger motor or motor/blower in an existing system will increase the air volume or CFM of the system. The
biggest potential problem is overloading the available filter area and pushing the finest dust through the filters back into your
shop. If you can increa.se filter area or have extra filter area to work with additional horsepower moving the air can be a
satisfactory solution. To a lesser extent, the efficiency of your cyclone or separator system may be adversely affected. Also
you cannot expect to get as much air through the system as you would with the proper duct size for the new higher CFM
(This is because linear velocities will be higher, and this increases static pressure losses.).

Cyclones
• Q
A
• Q
A

Do I need a cyclone or two-stage system at all?
The problem is that all the material you collect ends up in your filters. This can be messy and inconvenient to clean out and
greatly reduces your filter efficiency by effectively removing filter area from the system. There are even those who line the
lower bag of their filters with a plastic garbage bag for ease of dust removal. This is not a good idea since most collectors do
not have enough filter area to start with.
Can I make my own separator for a two-stage system?
Yes, you can make a separator using a box and a baffle with a door to set a container inside. The efficiency of such a
separator will probably not exceed 60% compared to over 99% for a cyclone. The cyclone and the box both produce a
velocity drop in the airstrcam that allows the heavier particles to drop out, but the cyclone also uses centrifugal force to
remove a much smaller range of particles by spinning-thcm-out against the sides of the unit and allowing the air to exit
smoothly without picking up the finer panicles.

Hoods
• Q
A
• Q
A
Puct

Q
A

Q
A

How important are hoods if my system is designed properly?
lYoperly designed hoods are necessary with any system. If you cannot pull the dust into the collection system it will go into
the shop environment.
Can I design and make my own hoods?
Anyone can make their own hoods from plywood, plastic pipe, acrylic sheet, or sheet metal. The important thing is to make
them. Take the time to consider each machine and to design and install the best hood you can. Consider the direction in
which the machine motion normally carries the dust and use this to best advantage.
si?e/design

Smaller diameter duct is cheaper so can I use four or five inch duct?
Smaller diameter ducts will increase linear velocities and this increases static pressure losses in the system. The net result
will be Jess pressure and CFM available at the machine hood for "pulling-in" the dust. As long as you still have enough
suction and CFM for that machine, this does not pose a problem. (Peter Fedrigon designs to have 1.5 inches of water stati
pressure available at the machine.)
Can 1 use flexible duct for the whole system?
Unless your "whole system' is rather short the pressure losses produced by flexible duct will be too high. It is normally
recommended to use flexible duct only when necessary and to keep lengths as short as possible.
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• Q
A

• Q
A
• Q
A
• Q
A

• Q
A
• Q
A

How imporunt are long radius elbows when regular stove-pipe elbows are so much cheaper?
The technical answer is that the cheaper short-radius elbows have much higher static pressure losses and will reduce the
suction and CFM available at your machine. The practical answer relates to how many elbows and dollars you have. This
becomes a personal choice. Sec Duct size/design in the Details section to get some idea of the contribution of elbows. I
have also noted that the cheaper adjustable gored fittings can leak considerably and all joints should be taped or caulked.
Can 1 use Tees in the duct system?
Use of Tecs should be avoided. It would be better to use a combination of lateral connectors and long radius elbows, but this
is more expensive. The longer the radius of a turn the less resistance will be encountered by the air. The aim is to make as
few turns as possible to save both static pressure loss and money for filings.
What gauge metal duct should 1 use?
For use with wood dust the gauge is not critical. In order to get enough rigidity for case of installation at least 26 gauge is
recommended. Try to avoid the 30 gauge and thinner duct that is sold for forced-air healing systems.
Can 1 use plastic pipe for duct?
All design parameters that apply to metal duct apply to plastic. Points to consider are static electrical charge buildup, cost,
weight, case of disassembly and availability of fittings (long radius?) and accessories. The normal recommendation to control
static electricity is to run a grounded bare solid copper wire the length of duct. The most common recommendation for
running the wire is inside the duct on straight sections and outside the duct around elbows and turns. Small holes can be
drilled to thread the wire in and out around turns. The holes arc later sealed with caulking. I have also seen the
recommendation to spirally wrap the wire around the outside of the ducL
What happens if material lends to accumulate in the main duct when certain machines are used?
Some machines using a much smaller diameter drop from the main duct may starve the system for air causing enough of a
velocity drop in the larger duct sections for material to settle out. The solution for this is to introduce more air to the system
by opening or partially opening other gates upstream of the settling material. This situation is less likely because machines
with smaller air requirements also lend to generate finer dust particles that are more easily kept moving.
Can I make my own blast gates?
Yes, there have been several articles in woodworking magazines over the years giving various ways to make your own. The
trade-off is time versus dollars.

DETAILS
Filters
For purposes of filter area calculation systems can be sized by horsepower as follows:
System
Filter Area
I Hp =
500 cubic feet/min
50 square feet
2Hp=
1000 cubic feet/min
100 square feet
3 Hp =
1500 cubic feet/min
150 square feet
It has become obvious that tube filters are the preferred way to go for filtration. The main advantage over larger or more conventional
bags is that much more filter area can be packed into a small amount of floor space in the shop. These filters cost more than buying
raw filter material and sewing your own but are more convenient for everyone and allow you more flexibility in deciding how to use
them in your shop. 1 will have already placed an order for more than 300 tube filters by the lime you read this. RWS will purcha.sc
some extra filters to make available as long as they last. Prices in smaller quantities next year may be as much as %30 higher,
depending on quantity. These filters will all be 5 feet long and 5.75 inches in diameter. They are a felt filter material with one end
closed and with the other end containing a steel band and a felt seal with a groove. The steel band deforms and snaps into a hole that
follows the groove in the felt seal. The lifetime should be unlimited. Cost of these filters is S8 each with $2.50 shipping for a set of
12 (giving about 100 square feet of filter area). Total cost for set of 12 is $98.50. RWS is purchasing a few extra sets of filters to
make available on a first-come basis.

Blower/Motor size
Comparison of the operating cost of 2 Hp (12.5A/220V=2750W) and 3 Hp (18A/220V=3960W) motors shows that the 2 Hp runs for
and the 3 Hp for $.40/hr. This is based on the motors available for the Grizzly dust collectors and electricity cost of
S.lO/Kilowatt Hour. The following table shows yearly cost comparisons for light use of 2 hrs/day for 4 days/wk over 48 weeks and
for heavy use of 6 hrs/day for 5 days/wk over 48 weeks.
S.ISfhi

Light Use
difference

3 Hp
2 Hp

$152
$106
$46

Heavy Use
difference

3 Hp
2 Hp

$570
$396
$174

/YEAR
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Cyclones

Refer to the attaehed sheet for dimensions for the three sizes of eyelones designed by Peter Fedrigon. We are eurrentiy having these
made at a cost of S140 for the 1 Hp size and SI60 for 2 or 3 Hp models. Another order for more cyclones is being compiled. I wiUm,
require a specific order with full payment in advanee. Delivery to my shop is included in the price. There is no minimum quanlilj||jP
order for cyclones, and they may be ordered at any time.
The effects of a non-opumally sized cyclone in a system are difficult to predict. Lower than design CFM will allow more settling of
dust but produce less centrifugal force for removal of the finer particles. Higher than design CFM will allow less settling and have
more centrifugal force, but the airflow through the cyclone may be high enough to carry more fine dust out to the blower and fillers.

Duct

size/design

The assumption of 55 feci of 5 inch duct for the average system is based on the following design parameters. Allowance of 3.0 inches
static pressure loss for ducts between the cyclone and the machine at an average linear velocity of 4000 FPM. Additional pressure
losses of 1.0 inch for niters, 1.0 inch for the cyclone, and 1.5 inches available suction at the machine gives a total pressure loss of 6.5
inches of water ( = 3 + l + l 4 l . 5 ) . Using a representative blower curve (Chicago Blower size 6LSB, 2Hp, 3600 RPM) reveals that
approximately 600 CFM would be generated at a static pressure of 6.5. 600 CFM would be more than enough for almost every
machine in the home shop.
For comparison purposes the following conditions all result in 3.0 inches of static pressure loss.
4s leei or
4 eicx)ws+ ly icet siraipnt
4 men ouci
55 feet or
4 elbows + 19 feel straight
65 inch duct
duel
4 elbows + 19 feet straight
67 f?ft or
* 4000 FPM linear velocity and radius=1.5 diameter elbows
Equivalent feet of duct for elbows at 4000 FPM linear velocity is:
4 inch elbow 6 feet
of 4 inch duct
5 inch elbow 9 feet
of 5 inch duct
6 inch elbow
12 feet
of 6 inch duct
* a 45 degree bend is one half the equivalend duct length of an elbow.

HQQ^IS
For hood design refer to some of the attachments and
Industrial Ventilation - A Manual of Recommended Practice which is available in the RWS library.

How to turn it on
• Simple switches either controlling the motor directly or low-voltage switches opcralirig a relay. Make sure you put them in
convenient locations.
• Remote operation utilizing a radio or infra-red controlled switch. This is the method that I have used, see attached schematic diagram
• Mieroswitchcs (low-voltage with relay) wired to the blast gates so that when you open the gate to a machine the collector turns on.
• Current sensing induction loop. This is perhaps the ultimate in high-tech convenience but requires wiring in your supply panel box
such that the hot wire for all necessary machines also pass through an induction loop. When the machine is turned on the current is
delected by the loop and associated electronics and turns on the collector (using low-voltage relay). You still have to open the blast
gates yourscin

SOURCES OF SUPPLY
Complete line of duct, fittings, and flex hose.
(Catalog includes information on system design.)
Air Handling Systems by
Manufacturers'
Service Co., Inc.
5 Lunar drive
Wood bridge, CT 06525
1-800-367-3828 (free shipping with prepaid orders)
4 in. blast gales
$16
5 in. blast gales
$19
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Welded fillings
4, 5. 6 in. elbows
4, 5, 6 in lateral "Y"
Light weight fittings
Suaight duct
4, 5, 6 in Spiral Pipe
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$18. $24, $29
$50, $58, $65
NOT A V A I L A B L E

20 Gauge
20 Gauge

$2.30, $ 2.50, $3.10 /ft. in 5 ft. sections 22 Gauge

Complete Lne of duel, fittings, and flex hose.
(Best price that I have seen on blast gates.)
(Catalog includes information on system design.)
Arrowsmith &
Lang-Borne
Washington & Main Street
Box 126
Lumberport, WV 263 86
1-800-54441283
4 in. blast gates
$9.90
5 in. blast gates
$12.50
Welded fittings
4, 5. 6 in. elbows
$14, $20, $24
20 Gauge
4. 5, 6 in lateral "Y"
$44, $45. $46
20 Gauge
Light weight fittings
(These elbows are short radius=1.0 limes diameter gored adjustable)
4, 5, 6 in. elbows
$3.36, $3.40, $3.64
26 Gauge
4, 5. 6 in. lateral "Y"
$16, $19, $20
26 Gauge
Suaight duct
4, 5, 6 in Snap-Lock Pipe
$1.96, $2.12, $2.28 /ft. in 5 ft. sections 26 Gauge
Dust collectors (blower, motor, filters) at very competitive prices.
Also sell plastic flex hose and some plastic fittings.
Grizzly Imports
Inc.
2406 Reach Road
Wiliiamsport,
PA
17701
1-800-523^777
Hp
Model
Cost (regular price)
1
G1028 $265
2
G1029 $295
3
G1030 $455
Woodworkers
Supply
5604 Alameda Place, NE
Albuquerque,
NM 87II3
^
1 •800-645-9292 (24 hours 7 days/wk)
4 in. blast gates
$15.95
5 in. blast gates
$19.95
Light weight fittings
(These elbows are large radius=l .5 times diameter gored adjustable)
4, 5, 6 in. elbows
$10.95, $12.95, $13.95 28,24,24 Gauge
4, 5, 6 in. laterar'Y"
$18.95, $21.95, $22.95 24,26.26 Gauge
Straight duct
4, 5, 6 in Snap-Lock Pipe
$3.18, $3.98, ^4.78 /ft. 30 inch secUons .26,24,24 Gauge
4, 5, 6 in Snap-Lock Pipe
$2.80, $3.44, $4.24 /ft. in boxes of 5 sections of above
Filler material and tube filters
We will buy from this source through Peter Fedrigon.
P & S Filtration
Inc.
4563 Jordan Road
Skanealeles
Falls, A T 13153-0238
l-(315)-685-3466
FAX 685-5574.

